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5/9/22 Message from the President
Dear STFS members,
I’m looking forward to our next meeting (May 14 – 10:00), as Lori Brakken will give a presentaUrban Scion
tion of her Apple Identification project. Lori’s enthusiasm is contagious. Being around her
energy makes me want to do more. I’ve learned so much from her, and so have many others. Inside this issue:
I hope you are able to attend her presentation.

Almata (red flesh)

There are other club issues that merit thought and (perhaps)
apple blossoms
discussion. We haven’t been able to meet in person for what
seems like eternity. Staying connected and cohesive has become a challenge. When speaking to other clubs in our WCFS
network, this challenge is echoed. We are maintaining well as
a unit, despite these challenges. One reason is our newsletter.
Thanks to editor Trent Elwing & host of regular contributors
(Marilyn, Tracey, Laure J., Lori B., and others), our membership
remains connected on a monthly basis. Still, it’ll be great when
we can rub shoulders again. This leads me to a related topic:
cooperation with other clubs. The Snohomish County Fruit
Society, our closest club to the north, is still interested in part- in Mike’s backyard
nering with our club in a Fall Fruit Festival. I attended their
meeting last month. They are a small, but enthusiastic group. They presented some good
ideas about such a proposed event. I’ll discuss these ideas at our next meeting. My favorite
memories from being involved in STFS relate to those events that have attracted members
from multiple clubs. There was a time when such events as the Fall Fruit Show or Spring
Propagation Event would draw attendance from most of the other eight chapters of the Western Cascade Fruit Society. We need to try to make those types of activities happen again.
Another thought I have is that our club should help support our members’ interest in fruit
growing by making it more affordable. I go to nurseries quite a bit, as I like plants. I look, but
seldom buy. The reason? Prices are out of control. I won’t give specifics but have been flabbergasted by the increases over the past two years. It’s nice that we, as a group, often pass
on substantial savings to other members, in the form of free or reasonably priced excess
plants, cuttings, etc. I belong to several other horticultural organizations. It is common practice in some of them to, for instance, buy bulk quantities of (bagged) compost, fertilizers, or
other supplies needed by members. Wholesale orders of plants also be placed, allowing
members to save substantially. This makes membership even more worthwhile. If any of you
can think of specific ways that we can further this thinking, please let me know
(mikewan@aol.com), and we can discuss at the Board level.
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We are planning a field day at the demonstration orchard at
Magnuson Park in early June. As usual, we will prune, thin
fruit, and apply fruit barriers (footies and netting), as well as
weed and mulch.
In the meantime, enjoy the progression of the season. There is
something new that excites me each time I venture through my
yard. Just today, I was pleased to note (again) how beautiful
the blossoms are of my red-fleshed apples. And one of these
days soon, I’ll notice the first signs of sawfly larvae damage on
Ribes plants. Thus, the annual battle begins. I’ll report on that
next month.

On the cover
_
Two female blue orchard bees gathering pollen from blossoms of Quince
Portugal variety from Hartman's. Photo
taken 5/14/22 Port Orchard.

Regards, Mike Ewanciw

in Mike’s backyard
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May 2022, the Thinning Month
Marilyn Tilbury
Brr, our cold spring weather continues! April was the 11th
coldest in the record books. Will the whole month of May
continue this trend? Lawns are luxuriating in this growing
environment but finding dry days to mow is a challenge.
What’s worse, NOAA is starting to suggest that we might
experience a triple La Niña. These have occurred just three
times in the last 70 years (1999-2001 was the last instance).
They will give us their official prediction in July when they
have more definitive data.
Folks in the SW will hope a triple
doesn’t happen. As this is written, on
May 8, New Mexico is burning and will
continue to do so until strong winds
abate. Very strong winds are predicted
for dry-as-a-bone Colorado. Las Vegas
NV was forced to install a new, lower
water intake of Colorado R. water from
Lake Mead.
Do you own a sod cutter? Lots of business now in Sin City—lawns are now
legislated to be “nonfunctional” and
must be removed by 2027. Permitted
“functional” turf is limited to athletic
fields and cemeteries. Their many golf
courses are under strict rules on water
consumption and are converting vast
areas to xeriscapes. Communities
needing to reduce water consumption
could learn a lot by studying the many
things Vegas has done to conserve.

of us last year. They are fair weather flyers, awing for
just a few hours starting at dusk when the temperature
reaches 60° and the weather is calm and dry. But if
those conditions obtain for just a few minutes at dusk,
they will become active and start laying eggs. We have
more time to protect against apple maggots which probably will not emerge until June this cool spring.
If you are using maggot barriers, determine beforehand
how much fruit you want from each tree and set out that
many barriers, then start at the very top to protect the
best fruit and work your way down. When the limit has
been reached, remove all unprotected fruit so it doesn’t
help these pests to propagate.

A new pest has emerged in our midst. Steller’s jays in
Do Osmia prefer corn plas- some areas have been attacking
tic (black/yellow here) over both sweet and sour cherry blossoms as soon as the trees reach
wood nesting trays?
full bloom. They arrive shortly after dawn and proceed to harvest
the ovules, the area between the
stem and the flower when the flowers have fully opened. The result
is bare stems on the tree and fivepetaled flowers covering the
ground like snow. A barrier of bird
netting would seem to be the only
solution to this behavior.

How are your mason bees doing?
Ours have emerged from their cocoons but few have been seen foraging among the blossoms.
Do visual cues (colored
Worse, few holes have been filled
pushpins here) help Osthe nest blocks. Certainly this is
mia back to their holes? in
weather related. All bees should
have emerged by now so it’s a
good idea to remove any remaining intact cocoons in
case they are harboring enemies.
This spring will be a test for backyard fruit growers: will
there be enough non-bee pollinators out there to get the
We should also be diligent in taking in the nest blocks
job done? Mason bees and small flies can be active in temby June 1 so that the increasing numbers of predators
peratures too low for many bee species. We’ll know soon
and kleptoparasites don’t cause problems. Our WSDA
enough how much fruit thinning will be required.
has a nice video on Houdini flies and Crown Bees has
an excellent online library covering both these probEven if pollination was poor this spring, only a small porlems.
tion of developing fruit is needed for a crop, so we should
still be prepared to thin by the time fruit is dime sized and
The lilacs are blooming. It’s time to set out the tomato
protect fruit from codling moth and apple maggots. Our
starts. Let’s hope we don’t have one of those no-tomato
first challenge is codling moths which were a bear for most
summers!
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??? STFS backyard orchard tours resume summer 2022 ???
As recently as summer 2019, STFS members opened up their backyard orchards for other STFS members
to tour and get ideas for their own fruitful aspirations. Past tours have occurred on Saturdays in July.
Two exceptional backyard orchardists have previously
hosted multiple tours of their north Seattle metro
(Edmonds & Lake Forest Park) Gardens of Eating.
At the 5/14/22 STFS zoom meeting, multiple attendees
expressed interest in tours this summer. Two STFS
members, one located near the UW Seattle campus and
another in West Seattle near Burien offered to host
tours in 2022. Plans for 2022 STFS backyard orchard
tours are currently nebulous but could come together
quickly (or get sucked into a black hole).

2 of the world's most beautiful Karmijn
de Sonnaville apple trees (… are part of a
STFS member's backyard orchard in the
One option: Backyard orchard tours on several different south Seattle metro)
weekends in July. For example, all tours could occur
from 10 AM to 2 PM on Saturdays with north Seattle metro sites viewed July 16th, central Seattle sites on
July 23rd and south end sites July 30th. With multiple weekends, STFS member hosts can also visit other
members' Terrestrial Paradises. If you're interested in the opportunity to babble on about gardens while
hanging out with STFS members in your backyard Highgrove, please contact Trent (email trelwing@gmail.com phone 206.517.3118) ASAP.

As of 5/16/22, STFS still has Albion everbearing/day-neutral (~120), Seascape
everbearing/day-neutral (~140) and Jewell June-bearing (~20) varieties planted in
containers and priced as follows: For STFS members: First 10 bare-root plants are
free; all additional bare-roots: $0.30 per plant. For WCFS non-STFS members: All
bare-root plants: $0.30 per plant. Logistics: With Trent E. (email trelwing@gmail.com phone 206.517.3118), arrange time & place for delivery. Payment: Payment is to STFS. Preferred payment is a personal check to "STFS" or
cash (small bills for exact amount, please) given to Trent in-person during delivery or by mailing to: STFS c/o Trent Elwing, 1035 Alaska Ave. E, Port Orchard,
WA 98366.
Urban Scion Post
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Tracey Bernal, longtime STFS member and current VP, contributes
at least one recipe monthly along with frequent related fruit articles like the one below. Thanks, Tracey, for this issue's article and
recipe as well as all the informative content of past issues.

The Wonders of Prunus mume, aka
Japanese Flowering Apricot
Some years ago, as I walked through the neighborhood on a dreary January day, a small tree with profuse deep rose flowers caught my eye. I walked up to the tree which I noticed still had its tag, hoping
to identify it. Prunus mume ‘Kanko Bai’, it read. I became obsessed with the tree.
I walked past that tree frequently over the next few months, and it continued to bloom, all the way into April! I didn’t notice any fruit that year, but the leaves that followed in the spring were of a lovely
rosy color.
Eventually I found my own Kanko Bai, and placed it
strategically so I could view the blooms from inside
the house. It settled in quickly and did not seem to
need much extra summer water, and bloomed reliably in January through March.
There are several cultivars typically available to us,
which you can usually source from One Green World,
Raintree Nursery, and occasionally from Restoring
Eden in SeaTac. There are names like Bungo, Peggy
My tree in January 2021- it produced
Clarke, Kobai, Mokei (all in pink to deep pink, some
double flowered) and Rosemary Clarke (white). There about one pound of fruit that summer
is a tradition of using these ornamentally in JapanBungo is said to be especially popular there. The trees are supposedly somewhat self-fertile, planting 2
different cultivars can result in a bigger crop.
After several years, my Kanko Bai produced a few
fruits. They were amazingly fragrant and looked like
miniature apricots. I brought them inside to perfume
the house, and eventually tasted one, which was extremely sour even though appearing ripe with the yellowish color.
Last summer my crop was somewhat larger than previUme fruits in varying degrees of ripeness ously- an entire one pound!, so I began researching
(source: http://preppings.com/item/3059/ ) possible uses of the fruit.
Urban Scion Post
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The Wonders of Prunus mume, aka
Japanese Flowering Apricot (cont.)
First, I learned that the fruit used to make umeboshi, the salt-pickled fruit that is used in Japanese
food traditions. I found some detailed instructions online https://www.chopstickchronicles.com/
umeboshi-homemade/ and decided to try to make it myself. Basically, you stuff the fruit into a wide
mouth jar, then put in 20% of the weight of the fruit in salt, then push something heavy into the jar to
weight it all down. You leave it for a couple of weeks, then when it is submersed in its own liquid, you
remove the fruits each day and set them outside in the sun on a bamboo mat to dry, returning them to
the liquid at night, then bring them out again the next day, and for a total of a few days. Then you keep
the fruit in its liquid indefinitely in the refrigerator for whenever you want to use it.
This winter while researching Hawaiian food traditions, I
learned that a popular sweet snack evolved from a Chinese
preparation of the ume fruit, what we know as “preserved
plum”, called li hing mui. The convergence of food cultures
in Hawaii also produced a wildly sweet-tart snack made of
gummi candies tossed in a sauce that includes lemon juice
and dried ume powder known as li hing mui powder. It
sounds strange but is incredibly addictive. The powder is
also used tossed with cut up fresh fruit, and on a variety of
dried fruit snacks.
Most recently, I encountered what I think will be the perfect way use for my ume fruits if I have a bumper crop this
These are my fruits during the sun
year. The Korean cookbook author Maangchi (https://
drying part of the umeboshi process www.maangchi.com/recipe/maesil-cheong) describes how
to make a triad of preserved items: green plum syrup
(Maesil-cheong, green plum liquor, and green plum pickle, using the same fruit, so nothing is wasted.
These are made with green ume fruits however, whereas the umeboshi was made with the ripe fruit.
All you’ll need are the following ingredients and a long wait for each process:

1½ pounds maesil (green plums)
1½ pounds white sugar
4 bottles of soju (Korean distilled beverage)
½ cup gochujang (Korean chili paste)
I can’t wait to get started- the fruits should be large enough though still green in just a couple of
months!

Tracey's recipe featuring your homemade umeboshi is found on page 14 of this issue.
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??? Novel Apple Disease Emerging in PNW Spring 2022 ???
During the STFS 5/14/22 zoom meeting, Lori Brakken showed photos of an unknown ailment afflicting
several apple trees that Lori observed at her north Seattle metro orchard
and Jean Williams observed at a site around the Olympic Peninsula. Generally, the symptoms were first observed after February 2022. Jean Williams has sent some samples for lab analysis with results being inconclusive other than the causative agent isn't anthracnose. Photos of apple
branches/trunks suffering this malady are shown nearby. Generally, the
bark peels off the cambium which then turns from green to black/brown.
The damage appears to proceed and encircle the entire perimeter isolating the upper portion from the
tree's vascular system. No adjacent photos show this,
but Jean Williams' samples apparently had an orange
fluff (possibly fungal spores/fruiting bodies?) in the
infected cambium. Cutting a cross section through the
diseased site appears to show decay reaching into the
branch's interior wood. Possibly the best remedy for
now, until more is known, is removal of all wood showing symptoms then isolation of prunings in a plastic
bag. If you observe similar symptoms on your apple
trees, please consider contacting Lori Brakken (email
lorineb@mindspring.com phone 206.715.4149) to report your observations, forward photos and discuss
options for sampling and treatment. Apologies to all if
any observations of others were errantly described
above.
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF APPLES
During the information-packed apple ID zoom talk on 5/14/22, Lori Brakken held up to the camera
printouts and photos of several resources utilized during the ID process.
The USDA Pomological Watercolor Collection is one of the most unique collections in the Rare and Special Collections of the National Agricultural Library (NAL). As a historic botanical resource, it documents
new fruit and nut varieties, and specimens introduced by USDA plant explorers from the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Clicking on the blue "Browse the Collection" button reveals the searchable collection
of 7,497 watercolor paintings, 87 line drawings, and 79 wax models. For example, type "Golden Delicious"
into the search box to find 11 related entries.
The Maine Heritage Orchard is a ten-acre preservation educational orchard located at the Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association (MOFGA) in Unity. The orchard is already home to
over 300 varieties of apples and pears traditionally grown in
Maine, with more being added each year. The MOFGA website
offers a searchable database of the varieties planted in this orchard.
Lori also offered several photos of apple fruits including the adjacent honeycrisp she has photographed as part of an ID resource
she has created comprised probably of over 3,000 specimen.
Old nursery and seed company catalogues also offer clues to varieties readily available in the area that may
have been planted. Lori passed along several examples show below.
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Macaroni Salad with Umeboshi Dressing
Contributed by Tracey Bernal
Here is an interesting use for your homemade umeboshi, the salt-pickled fruit of the
Prunus mume, or Japanese flowering apricot. You can also purchase the umeboshi at a
Japanese grocery. Mine were made without perilla leaves to give them the reddish color,
so the fruit kind of disappears into the pasta. This is adapted from a recipe in the wonderful cookbook by Hetty McKinnon, “To Asia with Love”.
Macaroni Salad Ingredients
1 pound macaroni
Olive oil
1 Cup green beans, trimmed (can use the frozen green
beans already cut into ½ inch pieces)
4 Cups lightly packed finely shredded kale leaves
3 Tablespoons toasted pumpkin seeds
1 fresh red Thai chile, minced
2 scallions, finely sliced
1/2 Cup lightly packed cilantro leaves
1 lime
Salt (you might not need this, as the umeboshi is very
salty) and black pepper

TASKS
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Umeboshi Dressing Ingredients
5 umeboshi, pits removed and fruit mashed into a
paste
1 garlic clove, grated
1/3 Cup extra virgin olive oil
1 teaspoon toasted sesame oil
Salt and pepper

1. Cook the macaroni until al dente, then drain and stop the cooking by
running cold water over it. Leave in a colander to finish draining.
2. Over medium high heat, fry the green beans with a glug of olive oil
and a dash of salt until slightly charred. This may take longer if using
frozen beans.
3. Place the cooled and drained macaroni in a large bowl, then add the
green beans, kale, pumpkin seeds, chile, scallions and cilantro.
4. Make the vinaigrette: whisk together the ingredients with 3 Tablespoons of water. Taste and season with salt and pepper if needed.
5. Pour the dressing over the bowl of pasta and other ingredients.
6. Juice the lime into the bowl over all.
7. Toss very well and leave for at least 30 minutes so the kale will soften and the flavors will blend.
Page 14

Still Needed NOW: WCFS BeeLine Editor
Many months ago, Kiwibob Glanzman reported that the most recent quarterly WCFS
BeeLine newsletter online was the Winter 2021 edition. During the WCFS quarterly
chapter meeting held via zoom 6/12/21 AM, Ron Weston, WCFS President, confirmed that WCFS immediately needs someone to step up and volunteer as the BeeLine quarterly newsletter editor. Later on 6/12/21, Ron emailed more editor position
details:
BeeLine editor assembles the quarterly newsletter from other authors’ articles. The 9 WCFS chapters are expected to provide content. BeeLine editor also needs to find additional content from other publications like Good
Fruit Grower. Ideally, the new BeeLine editor is proficient with Microsoft
Publisher which is similar to PowerPoint and other Office software. Past
BeeLine editions are available for review at the WCFS website (www.WCFS.org) under the “Resources” tab. Marilyn Couture, former BeeLine editor, emailed on
6/12/21 that BeeLine editor activities are rewarding and educational to all. Marilyn
offered some initial mentoring for the new editor. Interested? Contact Ron (email
ronweston09@comcast.net) or Marilyn(email marilyncouture1@gmail.com) directly.
Past editors have volunteered their time, but with the position still open now for
many months, WCFS representatives may realize that a nominal stipend may be

And Needed Soon (Jan 2023): WCFS Treasurer
Summarizing the 5/8/22 email from Ron Weston, WCFS President, to chapter presidents: Longtime WCFS Treasurer, Jerry Gehrke, is retiring from this volunteer position at the beginning of
calendar 2023. Ron asks to please consider who amongst WCFS chapter members might make a
good fit to pick up Jerry's duties in 2023. WCFS doesn't have the luxury of going without a
WCFS Treasurer. Ron is confident that Jerry will coach any potential replacement candidate on
what the job entails and see that she or he is equipped with the knowledge to succeed. For
now, it is imperative that WCFS find the person for Jerry to mentor. Interested? Or know of
someone who might be? Please contact Ron Weston, WCFS President, directly via email
(ronweston09@comcast.net) ASAP.
Originally from a recent SSFS chapter member email:
Congratulations to Lowell Cordas, who has been awarded a Lifetime Membership with both South
Sound Fruit Society and Western Cascade Fruit Society for all his help over the years to educate members and the interested public on a myriad of topics and especially for delivering the message with a
sense of humor. Yay, Lowell!! We thank you!
Lowell is also a longtime member of STFS who has contributed to STFS events mightily over the years.
So STFS members: please offer a second round of applause to Lowell.

STFS members who provide fruit plants and related services: Continue being a member and advertise here. So this is a half-baked idea, but 1) members of the public
email STFS asking for lists of professionals with plantcare expertise or sources of related plants/products,
2) the STFS newsletter and website has space (like the one here) for listing professional services offered by
STFS members and 3) listing these professional services sought by the public may increase traffic to the
STFS website/newsletter and find new clients for STFS members. If you're interested and want to discuss
further, please email Trent (trelwing@gmail.com).
Urban Scion Post
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STFS: Who Are We & What We Do
Western Cascade Fruit Society (WFCS), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, was founded in 1980 & is made up of
nine Western Washington chapters, including STFS, full of
helpful hobby orchardists & backyard fruit growers.
STFS members receive automatic membership in WCFS.
WCFS publishes a quarterly BeeLine electronic newsletter to
inform members of events, tours, articles & reports. WCFS
provides other member services, including an online member forum, an online chapter-wide event calendar & an
online home for chapter sites. See www.wcfs.org.
Seattle Tree Fruit Society (STFS) is a chapter of WCFS.
The purposes of STFS are listed in Article II of STFS Bylaws amended & restated as of 18 January 2014:
STFS will bring together people …
1) to promote & stimulate interest in growing fruit bearing
trees, shrubs & vines in urban areas,
2) to encourage propagation of desirable fruit varieties suited
to the local climate,
3) to disseminate pertinent horticultural information to its
members & the general public through the use of fruit shows,
orchard tours, meetings, seminars, workshops, publications
& other media,
4) to provide financial & other support to our area’s fruit research and/or projects, &
5) to join with other organizations in promoting tree fruit in
the Western Cascade region.
STFS members share an interest in growing fruit & nut trees,
berries, kiwis, grapes & other fruit. We offer information on
adapted varieties, current growing techniques & share our
own experiences growing fruit.
STFS members meet monthly from Sept to May usually inperson on a Saturday morning in Seattle’s Magnuson Park.
In-person meetings typically include speakers presenting on
topics such as grafting, pruning, pest control, plant health &
fruit preservation tailored to Western Washington growers.
STFS members receive both the STFS online monthly newsletter Urban Scion Post (USP) & the WCFS online quarterly
BeeLine. STFS is online at www.seattletreefruitsociety.com
and www.facebook.com/SeattleTreeFruitSociety/
The STFS membership is Seattle Tree Fruit Society. The
goals of STFS are achieved by STFS members. Please contact STFS representatives listed in this newsletter and communicate what STFS can do for you and what you can do for
STFS. When more STFS members get involved, STFS does
more & attracts more STFS members who get involved.

Background: Aronia Viking variety
(similar to Nero) blooms, Port Orchard,
WA 5/15/22.
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Seattle Tree Fruit Society
seattletreefruitsociety@gmail.com
www.seattletreefruitsociety.com
www.facebook.com/SeattleTreeFruitSociety/
PRESIDENT Mike Ewanciw 206.683.9665
(2-year term expires Jan 2023)

VICE PRES. Tracey Bernal 206.913.3778
(2-year term expires Jan 2023)

SECRETARY Sue Williams 206.383.8033
(2-year term expires Jan 2023)

TREASURER Trent Elwing 206.517.3118
(2-year term expires Jan 2023)

_

MEMBERSHIP Trent Elwing 206.517.3118
HOSPITALITY Judy Scheinuk 206.200.1483
scheinukj@gmail.com

STFS DIRECTORS
#1 - Laure Jansen
(3-year term expires Jan 2024)

#2 - Linda Sartnurak 425.271.6264
noilinda@yahoo.com
(3-year term expires Jan 2024)

#3 - Ed Scullywest 425.286.4030
(3-year term expires Jan 2024)

#4 - Rick Shultz rshultz@highline.edu
(3-year term expires Jan 2024)

#5 - John Roach
(3-year term expires Jan 2025)

#6 - Vacant—please volunteer
(3-year term expires Jan 20??)

#7 - Vacant—please volunteer
(3-year term expires Jan 20??)

USP NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Trent Elwing trelwing@gmail.com
STANDING COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Orchard - Vacant—please volunteer
Events - Vacant—please volunteer
Programs - Vacant—please volunteer
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How do I know when my annual STFS membership will expire?
Back in March 2020 before the COVID-19 pandemic took hold, printed USP newsletters were
USPS-mailed, and the STFS membership renewal date was printed above the mailing address
of each member’s hardcopy printed newsletter.
To minimize spread of the coronavirus causing COVID-19, USP newsletters are now electronic
and emailed. A reminder to renew your STFS membership no longer is printed above the mailing address.
Depending upon when a STFS member joins, annual memberships expire at the end of March,
June, September or December each year.
Trent Elwing, STFS membership coordinator, will email STFS members one month prior to an
expiring STFS membership reminding of the need to renew shortly and how to renew.

Need to know now? Contact Trent
(phone/text: 206.517.3118 email: trelwing@gmail.com)
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